See Texas Penal Code Section 1.07. DEFINITIONS - definition number 24 - "Government" is "the state." Every statute is written territorially and is written for "this state." I have suggested to all of you that the de factos are running an administration that provides 'government-like' services. The de facto administration is called "this state." And "this state" is a legal subdivision [see Texas Constitution Article 11, Section 1] of "the state," but I can find nowhere where it is defined that "this state" is a political subdivision of "the state." Understand that legal is by contract and is in commerce. A political subdivision of "the state" de jure government would naturally be immune from suit by sovereign immunity. But a legal subdivision has descended into commerce and has obtained an EIN (Employer Identification Number) and a Dunn & Bradstreet number. To Wit: the taxing authority is NOT immune. The taxing authority has descended into commerce. It has an EIN and it most probably has a Dunn & Bradstreet number. The taxing authority is part of "this state." - it is a legal subdivision. The taxing authority IS NOT a political subdivision. Law is made up of words. And if you allow scum-bag satanic attorneys to twist the words and give the words meaning that the words do not have,,,,, well that is our problem. The major problem is that the judges ARE ATTORNEYS and being that the court system is a private judiciary staffed by members of a closed shop union,,,,, well, we ain't got a chance -- but that does not mean we stop. We keep making the satanic scum always, always - always go into outright crime to beat us. Their hearts will get heavy and soon they will die. God says so. Don't believe me. Well, true story: A report the other day from the dad of a friend of mine who got 2 years for sitting on the curb where the cop told him to sit AFTER he was thoroughly searched and while the driver of the car was tested for DWI. My friend was told to get up and get out of the way for the walk the line test. He did so and the cop threw in a small gun wrapper of crack.
I saw it twinkle into the video for one microsecond, and no one else did. It was passed off as a sparkle on the video. All of us, I am certain, know about planting evidence. Well, the cop who threw down the crack calls his partner over to look at the suspicious gum wrapper in the street and they both agree it came from my friend. [Now remember, the next time you get out of your car at a Wal-Mart parking lot you will be held responsible for whatever is on the ground when you get out of the car.] He gets 2 years for possession of something that could barely be measured. At a recent hearing about the appeal the cop who threw down the crack is called in for further testimony and he is out of uniform and limping severely. Judge asked him what happened. He says he was chasing a juvenile on a warehouse loading platform in the dark and ran off the dock and when he hit concrete he completely shattered his foot and ankle and lower leg bone. He is permanently and totally disabled for physical work and will never be a danger to the people of Texas ever again. Now if you think God will not balance the scales,,,,, well best just to not harm your neighbor. All of the de factos who harm the people to whom they own allegiance will be balanced. L -o-